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"default" zone and zonegroup cannot be added to a realm

07/27/2016 09:29 PM - Casey Bodley

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee:    

Category:    

Target version:    

Source: other Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: jewel Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

Radosgw creates a zone and zonegroup by default, but does not create a default realm. The default zone and zonegroup are both

created with an empty "realm_id" field.

If a realm is later created, the 'radosgw-admin period update' command will reject the default zone and zonegroup because their

"realm_id" does not match the realm's. This makes it difficult to add a multisite configuration to a cluster with existing data in the

"default" pools. You have to manually edit the zone's json format to either: a) change the default zone's realm_id, or b) change a new

zone's pool names to match the existing "default.rgw.*" pools.

My suggestion would be to create a realm by default and associate it with the default zone and zonegroup, so that realm could be

extended later to include more zones or zonegroups.

Related issues:

Related to rgw - Bug #17239: radosgw-admin period update reverts deleted zone... Resolved 09/08/2016

Copied to rgw - Backport #16862: jewel: "default" zone and zonegroup cannot b... Resolved

History

#1 - 07/28/2016 07:55 AM - Orit Wasserman

Creating a default realm will have backward compatibility issue as it doesn't exists in jewel.

How about using zonegroup modify and zone modify commands to update the realm id?

#2 - 07/28/2016 02:26 PM - Casey Bodley

- Backport set to jewel

Orit Wasserman wrote:

Creating a default realm will have backward compatibility issue as it doesn't exists in jewel.

How about using zonegroup modify and zone modify commands to update the realm id?

 

good idea! https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/10477
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#3 - 07/28/2016 02:58 PM - Casey Bodley

- Status changed from New to Pending Backport

#4 - 07/30/2016 03:23 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #16862: jewel: "default" zone and zonegroup cannot be added to a realm added

#5 - 08/29/2016 12:06 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

#6 - 10/25/2016 03:43 PM - Casey Bodley

- Related to Bug #17239: radosgw-admin period update reverts deleted zonegroup  added
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